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PREFACE

The third biennial Arte-Polis International Conference between the 22-24 July 2010 brings together to Bandung, Indonesia, creative champions from different places around the world, to share and learn from each others creative experiences in making places.

Under the theme of *Creative Collaboration and the Making of Place: Learning from Shared Creative Experiences*, Arte-Polis 3 underlines the importance of sharing collaborative and creative experiences through international and local best practices, and their policy implications on place-making.

The Arte-Polis 3 International Conference critically examine these issues: (1) what is the understanding of creative collaboration? (2) how and to what extent does the creative economy influence the collaborative nature of place-making? (3) what shared experiences on creative collaboration can be learned from the cultural and economic contexts of diverse places? (4) how can creative activities can be managed, planned, designed and replicated to enhance the quality of places for their communities? (5) what are the appropriate policies and collaborative strategies that encourage development of community-based creative economy and place-making?

Keynote and Featured Speakers provide a platform for discussion of the Conference theme to be elaborated in parallel sessions of the Conference Tracks:

- **Prof. Nezar ALSAYYAD, Ph.D.** Professor of Architecture, City Planning, Urban Design and Urban History, University of California, Barkeley and Director/President, International Association for the Study of Traditional Environments, USA.
- **Prof. Eku WAND** Braunschweig University of Art, GERMANY.
- **Prof. Togar SIMATUPANG, Ph.D.** Institute of Technology Bandung, INDONESIA.
- **Nancy MARSHALL, Ph.D.** University of New South Wales, AUSTRALIA.
- **Astrid S. HARYATI, MLA.** City and County of San Francisco, USA.
- **Prof. Dr. Suhono Harso SUPANGKAT** Institute of Technology Bandung, INDONESIA.

In this publication, Parallel Session papers are compiled to provide an insight for reflection and sharing of the best practice experiences from over 15 countries. We trust that you will find Arte-Polis 3 International Conference on Creative Collaboration and the Making of Place a rewarding and enriching learning experience worth sharing.

*The Editors*

*Arte-Polis 3 International Conference*
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ABSTRACT

Cisitu area, which is located in northern Bandung, was a rural community that has developed fast within decades to public housing. Now it has developed to a dense housing area, with many beautifully furnished rented spaces dedicated for students who came from outside Bandung. As we might know, Bandung is well-known for its decent academic atmosphere, because there are several good reputation universities and colleges. Located close to ITB, Unpar, and Unpad, Cisitu is one of the best areas for students from out of town to live in. The development somehow impacted on social problems in the community that increases crime in this area.

This paper focuses on how Alpina does its business to fulfill students’ needs around the Cisitu area, from a business to a community collaborative space to serve the student community. As a positive impact of Alpina collaborative spaces, the community lives in such social control that reduces crime in the environment. A collaborative space made by a community with or without leaders has some advantages on reducing criminality in the neighborhood. It stabilized the environment because of the social control created between the people within.

Keywords: crime prevention, boarding students, social bond, defensible space, surveillance
INTRODUCTION

Bandung: Best Choice in Higher Education
Bandung has been one of the best places for education, particularly higher education, since Bandung has several best reputation high schools and universities. And since Bandung is surrounded by mountains, it has cool and fresh climate and makes. Its location that is close to the capital city, supported with good access through Cipularang highway, also one of the reasons students choose Bandung to get their education. By degrees, Bandung has become a dense city, with the projection of population reach 2.3 millions of population in 2010 (Biro Pusat Statistik, 2000).

Becoming a ‘student city’, Bandung takes in thousands of boarding students every year that come and go. Since the schools cannot provide internal housing facilities or dormitories for their students that come from out of town, they choose to live in the nearest housing areas around their schools for the efficiency and cost reasons. There are many choices of housing facilities, such as rented house, boarding rooms, pavilions that varied in the cost according to location, accessibility and the facilities they provide.

Cisitu is one of the suburban areas that students choose to live in Bandung, especially for students whose schools located in the north. Cisitu that used to be a rural suburban area (kampung), which now has developed to a dense area with many housing facilities for students from out of town. Even there are some residential complexes, such as Dago Asri, Kampung Dago, that formerly intended to middle-class family housing, turned to rented space for students. People bought the land, built houses with rooms specifically for rent to students. There are various types of rented houses, from low-cost rooms that provide standard living facility, to high cost rooms with advance facilities and luxury, such as private bathrooms, individual parking area, and Wi-Fi connections.

SOCIAL PROBLEMS ARISE

Antisocial Behavior and Detachment from the Community
When the outsiders came to a neighborhood, such changes happened in the community. From common neighborhood with common local families live in it, transformed to ‘boarding student district’, Cisitu has several problems arise. On one side, some of local people have financial advantages by providing the basic needs of the students, such as accommodation, consumption of goods and food, laundry services, and so on. But in the other side, some of local people are disturbed, felt apart from the community, because the students, which majority are the adolescent from various parts of the country, have freedom attitude and different manners to the local Sundanese. And hence they often ignore the neighborhood outside their homes in order to protect themselves and emphasize their territory. They create their own defensible space that can protect them from outsiders, but the ignorance attitude and their defensible space approach leads to create an antisocial community, which have to be deeply concerned. An antisocial community could endorse to the rise of crime acts that rises from the absence of social control.
Boarding Students as Mature Adolescent: Social Pressure vs. Freedom Enthusiasm

The boarding students themselves also have potential for social problems. As a newly mature adolescence, they have freedom to take any action on themselves, since they live independently of their own. Many of them live independent from their parents and families for the first time; therefore psychologically they tend to be vulnerable. The pressure to be maturely independent, take responsibility of their own, study hard and get excellent achievements at school, adaptation with new social environment, are overlapping with freedom enthusiasm. This vulnerable condition is prone to adolescence delinquency and crime acts. Sociologists have researched adolescence delinquency and crime acts, and afterwards social control theories had been developed as solutions of reducing crime acts in adolescence. Ivan Nye (1958) proposed that there are four types of control in order to prevent adolescence delinquency and crime act:

- Direct, by which punishment is threatened or applied for wrongful behavior, and compliance is rewarded by parents, family, and authority figures.
- Internal, by which a youth refrains from delinquency through the conscience or superego.
- Indirect, by identification with those who influence behavior, say because his or her delinquent act might cause pain and disappointment to parents and others with whom he or she has close relationships.
- Control through needs satisfaction, i.e. if all an individual’s needs are met, there is no point in criminal activity.

(http://en.wikipedia.org)

Starting from the statement above, it can be assumed that:
- Being far from their families, boarding students have less social control from their environment. Therefore a direct and indirect type of control is rarely effective in here.
- Needs satisfaction is hardly accomplished because of the social pressure on them as mature adolescence. It influences internal aspect of them; urge the conscience or superego to commit delinquency or crime.

This paper proposed an example on how built collaborative community could strengthen social bonds in Cisitu ‘boarding student district’. A collaborative community space could improve the level of social interaction and afterwards the social control in the neighborhood in order to reduce the probability of adolescence delinquency (Shoemaker, 1996).

ALPINA AS COMMUNITY COLLABORATIVE SPACE

Creating Natural Defensible Space: Space with Surveillance that Functions as Social Control

This paper focuses on Alpina, as an example of collaborative community that becomes a natural defensible space. Alpina was developed by local resident that takes financial advantage from ‘boarding student business’ in Cisitu. In this paper, emphasize of the analysis is not on the business itself, but is on how Alpina could create its business to community collaborative space that functions as social
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control. Located in strategic spot in Cisitu area, Alpina business has grown to a busy community collaborative space, which local residents and boarding students involve in it. As a collaborative space, this small community creates social control following the construction of social interaction among them. The social control in this case is one example of natural surveillance created in collaborative space.

In the Cisitu area, Alpina was established as a small home business. Alpina was originally developed as a commercial business that provided outdoor apparels and equipments. Active and sporty youth, mostly students, are its customer in majority. While sharing similarity of interests, the owner has gathered a community in the business that becomes bigger and solid in years. Over time, it has been developing other businesses, providing the need to gather around. Alpina’s business growth is also supported by the environment around Cisitu, which has been developing into a ‘boarding student district’. Alpina business penetrated more generally, not only aim to community of young people who have similar interests in outdoor activities. It established food stalls and cafes that are open from morning till night, also a mini market that provides primary needs of students living around it. Local residents are also involved in this business as employees and tenants.

Shortly thereafter, Alpina turned into 'meeting point' where it occurs in a fairly intense social interaction. Alpina's business success is being followed by local residents near them. Other food stalls, laundry business, printing and photocopy service, even motorcycle taxi services have been sprung up around them, which emphasizes Alpina as 'meeting point'.

The case of Alpina as 'meeting point' where social interaction occurs intensively can be referred to natural defensible space. As Oscar Newman (1996) stated that there are three models of defensible space in order to create safer place:

- Space with surveillance, a place where any individual within it would always kept under surveillance by the surrounding community.
• Perceived territory, areas that have significant borders of public and private areas.
• Safe zone, where space is divided by its security characteristics.

Newman also proposed that by creating an effective defensible space, the environment safety could rely on the community self-help. Defensible space, in this case natural defensible space with surveillance, depends on resident involvement to reduce crime and the presence of criminals. It also has the ability to bring people of different incomes and backgrounds together in a mutually beneficial union. In fact, for low-income people, defensible space can provide an introduction to the benefits of main-stream life and an opportunity to see how their own actions can better the world around them and lead to upward mobility (http://en.wikipedia.org)

Before Newman, Jane Jacobs in her feminist approach on ‘Eyes on the Street Theory’ said that the environment safety could be improved by ‘putting eyes on the street’ by showing the examples of street facing commercial and public spaces. Both theories concluded on how a community public space that gathered people with different background could be an effective defensible space, because it provided social bonds within groups’ interaction and moreover it provided surveillance and control on the community behavior.

Built face to face in strategic T-intersection of Cisitu Lama Road, Alpina creates an open space to hang out with view to the street. While the interactions begin with business transactions within it, people could oversee clearly to the streets and the surroundings. This is where the surveillance occurs.

![Figure 2. ‘Eyes on the street’ created within Alpina territory](https://example.com/image)

Source: writer’s documentation, 2010

**Social Bond Construction in Community Collaborative Space**

Travis Hirschi (1969) argued that people follow the norms in their community because they have a bond to society. The bond consists of four positively correlated factors: commitment, attachment, belief, and involvement. He also proposed that delinquent peers would have no direct effect on delinquency when social bonds inhibiting delinquency were taken into account. He argued that
similarly unattached youth drifted together into delinquent groups because weak social bonds failed to prevent both association with delinquents and delinquency itself. The groups that could strengthen the bonds were family, school, peers, religious institutions, etc. He stressed the rationality in the decision whether to engage in crime and argued that a person was less likely to choose crime if they had strong social bonds. According to Hirschi theories above, it is obvious that in order to control crime acts, the community must provide social bonds that restrain those students from acting crime (http://en.wikipedia.org).

Alpina with its busy social interaction creates space with social bonds between the owner, tenants which are the local residents, and boarding students as Alpina’s customers. Commitment to keep the community safe is constructed within the people who interact in it. The attachment to place is also constructed following the needs to fulfill their daily needs. Belief, in Alpina case, is not a factor considered to correlate in Alpina case, because there are diverse groups of community in it. Involvement of owners, tenants, and customers is constructed within the business transaction in the collaborative space.

CONCLUSION

A lesson that we all can learn from the Alpina as such an example of community collaborative space in Cisitu is that community collaborative spaces could become a natural defensible space in the neighborhood. Particularly in diverse community neighborhood, it can be considered to create informal community collaborative space that includes every layer of society.

The effective method of defending the space dealing with crime is by community surveillance among each other. To create the defensible space with surveillance in collaborative spaces, one should consider:

- The collaborative spaces should be easy to reach or be in the strategic area in the neighborhood, yet it should be accessible for everyone.
- The collaborative spaces should have direct view to the street where people could watch other people and vice versa.
- The collaborative spaces should give possibilities to gathered diverse groups of society in natural social interactions, for example is basic trading.
- The activities within collaborative spaces should give benefit to all groups in the community, so it will endorse positive social interactions.
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